A PERFECT
COMBINATION
As the world’s leading catalog of ideas, Pinterest is never short on ingenuity. For
the wildly popular San Francisco-based web and mobile app, every problem has a
solution, and that extends to the company’s set of communication tools. So, when
AV Systems Administrator Dom Marsili realized Google Hangouts worked well for
internal meetings but little else, he set out to find a tool better suited for hosting
meetings with participants outside the company. Reliable audio quality and robust

G Suite Integration
puts join.me
at the top of
Pinterest wish list

admin controls were a must, as Dom searched for something with a hand-in-glove
fit into Pinterest’s Google-based applications suite. He found just what he was
looking for in join.me.
Dom chose join.me as one of Pinterest’s preferred meeting tools because of a
winning combination of flexibility, convenience and high performance. It proved
easy and intuitive for external meetings for users across the globe, from one-onone calls with vendors, to small presentations, to calls with a few hundred people.
• Google Shop Friendly: The G Suite integration puts join.me right at the
fingertips of all Pinterest employees. And with the Chrome extension, they can
instantly start meetings and share ideas right from their web browser.
• Masterful User Management: Dom can easily deploy and manage join.me
across the company through join.me’s Admin Console and OneLogin SSO. He
can assign account permissions, call up archived recordings, and provide realtime assistance to all join.me users.
• Superior Call Quality: Consistently clear audio and easy to access dial-in
numbers let to rapid company-wide employee adoption. join.me is now “the”
tool for all external conference calls.
• Saving Time Closing Deals: High-quality, instant screen sharing enables the
Pinterest sales team to get the maximum value out of each minute of every call.
With join.me Dom has rounded out Pinterest’s web conferencing tools for both
internal and external meetings. As Dom says, “join.me helps to fill a very important
role within our web conferencing ecosystem.” Having rapidly established itself as
the preferred audio bridge, Dom says they’ve just scratched the surface of what
join.me can do for Pinterest’s productivity.

Want to know more about how join.me can help you
show work who’s boss? Request a demo or call us
at 1-877-251-8373.
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